Archway School reduces IT
operational expenses by
replacing its aging SAN storage
with the help of StarWind HCI
Appliance (HCA)
About the Company
Archway School is a secondary
school for pupils aged 11 to 18
in Gloucestershire, England.
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Problem
Prior to implementing StarWind HCI Appliance (HCA), Archway School had three host
servers, expensive iSCSI switches, and a Nimble SAN with a VMware hypervisor
on top. The SAN was out of support, third-party support was expensive, and it was due
for renewal. Replacement SAN solutions weren't cost-eﬀective for their
implementation size as the price for a new SAN alone was similar to a new
hyperconverged solution. Amongst the solutions compared to StarWind there were
Dell PowerEdge VRTX and Microsoft Storage Spaces Direct (S2D). But Archway School
discarded both options as S2D would have provoked a change of hypervisor and
wasn't considered reliable enough, while Dell VRTX was similarly priced but for a more
old-fashioned approach to the solution introduced more points of failure. StarWind fell

Problem

into the bracket of both cost-eﬀective and reliable.

The organization needed
a hyperconverged platform
to replace its out-of-support SAN.

Solution

Solution

Archway School resolved its issues of out-of-support SAN storage and high IT

With StarWind HCA, the company
reduces hardware footprint
signiﬁcantly and goes all-ﬂash,
increasing the overall IT
infrastructure performance,
all at a reasonable price.

operational expenses by introducing only one StarWind solution. Using StarWind
HCA, hardware footprint was signiﬁcantly reduced, while the energy usage and heat
output became lower. At this, the IT infrastructure performance increased due
to the use of all-ﬂash storage and direct-attached network (DAS) interfaces with
no switching in between as a point of failure. Thanks to the StarWind hyperconverged
platform, the organization received enough redundancy to go smoothly.

Thanks to StarWind, two hosts with local storage were combined
into a single pool and have enough redundancy that everything
successfully operates on its own if one host fails.

James Moth, IT Manager

StarWind HyperConverged Appliance Conﬁguration
Appliance Model

HCA V-Spec 24.9

Cluster Size

2 nodes

Cluster density

4U

Servers

SuperMicro SuperServer -2029P-E1CR24H

CPU

2 x Intel® Xeon® Silver 4208 Processor, 2.10 GHz, 8 cores,
16 threads per node

Memory

8 x 32GB 2933MHz DDR4 (256 GB total) per node

Cluster Storage Capacity

24.9 TB of All-Flash storage
Micron 2300 256GB NVMe M.2 SSD

Disk Conﬁguration

14 x MICRON 5300 PRO 1920GB 1DWPD SATA 2.5" SSD per node
AOC 3108 Adapter w/ 2 GB of NVRAM cache
Mellanox ConnectX®-4 Lx EN Dual Port 25GBe SFP28 NIC

Networking

Intel Dual Port 10GBe X520-DA2 SFP+ DA
2 x 10 GbE Base-T embedded

Hypervisor
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Hyper-V on Windows Server 2019
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